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Abstract: Highly porous small-diameter vascular grafts (SDVGs)

prepared with elastomeric materials such as poly(ether urethane)

(PEtU)–polydimethylsiloxane (PEtU-PDMS) are capable to biode-

grade but may develop aneurismal dilatation. Through a compli-

ance/patency assessment with ultrasound techniques, the current

study investigated the functionality, in terms of patency and

endothelialization, of a highly flexible and porous Nitinol mesh

incorporated into PEtU-PDMS SDVGs in a sheep carotid model.

Nitinol-PEtU-PDMS grafts with an internal diameter (ID) of 4 mm

were manufactured by spray, phase-inversion technique. Compli-

ance tests were performed by ultrasound (US) imaging using a

high-resolution ultrasound diagnostic system. Ten adult sheep

were implanted with 7 cm long grafts. The results of this study

demonstrated an almost complete neointima luminal coverage in

transmurally porous grafts reinforced with the Nitinol meshes

after 6 months of implantation. Additionally, ultrasound has been

used to quantitatively assess and monitor hemodynamic vari-

ables in an experimental model of synthetic vascular graft

replacement. The use of reinforced PEtU-PDMS grafts may accel-

erate the endothelialization process of relatively long grafts, such

as those needed for aortocoronary bypass. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals,

Inc. J Biomed Mater Res Part B: Appl Biomater 107B: 951–964, 2019.
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INTRODUCTION

Coronary artery disease is characterized by a progressive
reduction of the caliber (stenosis) of one or more epicardial
coronary arteries leading to a reduction of the coronary flow
reserve. This consequently results in an imbalance between
supply and request of oxygen even when resting.1 Approxi-
mately 550,000 people die from coronary heart disease each
year and 5.4 million new cases are diagnosed. Coronary
heart disease is in fact the leading cause of death in devel-
oped countries.2 The treatment of coronary artery disease
has evolved considerably in recent years and now includes
drug therapy, percutaneous treatment of coronary lesions
and, in the most severe cases, surgical therapy with a coro-
nary artery bypass graft (CABG).3 Currently the majority of
coronary artery bypass interventions are carried out using
the left internal mammary artery or segments of the

autologous saphenous vein.4 However, a significant number
of patients do not have venous conduits of adequate quality,
due to the presence of associated venous disease or a previ-
ous saphenectomy. Therefore, it would be extremely impor-
tant to have an off-the-shelf, synthetic, small-diameter
vascular graft (SDVG) for coronary artery bypass
interventions.

One important aspect for the success of SDVGs is the
possibility to achieve rapid endothelialization to prevent
thrombus formation. In the endothelialization process,
porosity plays a key role in the structure of the graft, in
terms of pore size and size distribution. Since the 1960s,
numerous studies have highlighted the importance of graft
porosity. Now it is generally accepted that a porous inner
surface is necessary to anchor the neointima in position,
while a porous outer surface is essential to promote the
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infiltration of perigraft tissue, which will hold the prosthesis
in place, prevent kinking, and provide a tissue substrate for
the fibrinous luminal layers.5 Unfortunately, grafts with a
porous and compliant structure, such as that obtainable with
polyurethane materials, can become mechanically weak over
time and due to the radial internal pressure, may undergo
aneurysmal dilatations. Therefore, one possible solution to
solve this problem is to apply external reinforcement to the
vascular graft.

Since the late 1990s, several attempts have been made to
apply reinforcement technologies to vascular grafts made of
polyurethane material. One of the first attempts to reinforce
a 6.0 mm ID microporous polyurethane vascular graft was
by an external polyester tubular knitted mesh which was
reported by Eberhart et al. in 1999.6 In this study, grafts
were made of three polyurethanes of different chemistry,
microphase separation, and mechanical properties. Another
experiment performed by Xu et al. in 20107 referred to a
composite polyurethane vascular graft with a small inner
diameter of 4.0 mm. This was fabricated by reinforcing the
microporous structure of the thin wall with a weft-knitted
tubular fabric. A subsequent study by Yang et al. in 20128

reported the use of polyurethane vascular grafts, with inter-
nal diameters of 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 mm, with coaxial three-
layer wall thickness and reinforced with polyester/spandex
fabric of different blend ratios. The studies mentioned above
all evaluated the radial tensile property and compliance of
SDVG in vitro, with or without the reinforcement with

polyester tubular fabrics, but none of them described the
performance of polyurethane reinforced grafts in vivo.

In 2010, Xie et al.9 published the first study about in vivo
evaluation of polyurethane reinforced grafts. In the study of
Xie et al. three types of polyurethane grafts, featuring five
different structural designs and chemical compositions, were
compared in terms of device function, healing characteristics,
and material stability in a canine abdominal aorta model
(6.0 mm ID) for a period of 1 and 6 months. Graft morpho-
logical structures were either fibrillar or microporous with
or without mechanical reinforcement. This ranged from an
external polyester mesh to an integrated polyester monofila-
ment, or to a built-in impervious polyurethane layer.
Although Xie et al. reported that the overall performance of
the studied grafts was rather unsatisfactory; they showed
marked differences in the behavior of grafts with different
structural designs. Grafts with a multilayer filamentous
interconnected porous structure and reinforced on the out-
side by a polyester mesh showed the best results in terms of
relatively thin, uniform, and partially endothelialized inner
surfaces with good tissue in-growth, as compared to grafts
with low-porosity or impervious walls, both with or without
reinforcement.

Recently, a mesh made of Nitinol wire [Figure 1(A–C)],
called eSVS Mesh (external Saphenous Vein Support, Kips
Bay Medical, Inc., Minneapolis, MN10) designed to prevent
overexpansion of saphenous venous grafts under arterial
pressure, was tested in our center as part of a multicenter
randomized clinical trial. The eSVS Mesh study aimed to

FIGURE 1. View of the eSVS Nitinol mesh and fabrication of the reinforced small-diameter vascular graft (SDVG). A: Macrophotography of the Niti-

nol mesh showing its pliability features. B: Stereomicroscope image of a mesh portion showing its characteristic Nitinol wire woven structure. C:

Detail of the opening of the mesh between adjacent Nitinol wires, measuring approximately 1.29 mm in the longitudinal direction and 0.79 mm in

the radial direction. The diameter of the wire is 40 μm (O.M. 60×). D: Positioning of the fluorinated ethylene propylene delivery tube, carrying the

Nitinol mesh, on the mandrel to be successively spray-coated with the PEtU-PDMS material (white arrow). E: Spray-coating of the Nitinol mesh

slided on a deposited initial layer of PEtU-PDMS material. F: Cross-section of the final reinforced graft with the incorporated Nitinol mesh.
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evaluate the safety and the effectiveness of the eSVS Mesh
for coronary artery bypass.11

Owing to established experiences in SDVGs fabrication
and evaluation12 and the recent clinical experience gained
from the eSVS Mesh study,11 in this work, we wanted to
investigate the feasibility of incorporating the eSVS Nitinol
mesh into the wall of a synthetic SDVG. The rationale for
this study was that this reinforced graft would be able to
avoid aneurysmal graft dilatation12 and, at the same time,
allow increased porosity of the graft wall for better tissue
integration, without the risk of reducing graft structural
strength.

Indeed, another important aspect when dealing with
SDVGs is their mechanical incompatibility with native vessels
leading to wall weakening, anastomosis dilatation, thrombus
formation, and intimal hyperplasia.13 However, this incom-
patibility can be strongly avoided reducing the compliance
mismatch between SDVGs and natural arteries.14

Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate functionality, in
terms of degree of patency and endothelialization, of highly
porous poly(ether)urethane (PEtU)-polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) SDVGs incorporating the eSVS Nitinol mesh
implanted in the common carotid artery sheep model using
the CABG technique.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Graft material preparation
The chemical reaction between a medical grade, aromatic,
PEtU (Estane 5714, Lubrizol Advanced Materials, Inc., Cleve-
land, OH) and a diacetoxy silyl terminated (tetraacetoxy
functional) PDMS (United Chemical Technologies, Inc., Bris-
tol, PA) was carried out as previously described.15,16 In par-
ticular, a 30% PDMS solution with respect to PEtU was
added to the reaction mixture.

The 3% (w/v) PEtU-PDMS final solution in 1:1 (v/v) tet-
rahydrofurane (THF):1,4-dioxane (DX) was stored at room
temperature protected from light until use.

PEtU-PDMS graft manufacturing
PEtU-PDMS vascular grafts were manufactured according to a
previously described spray, phase-inversion technique.17,18

Briefly, this technique allows to fabricate tubular microporous
structures by simultaneously spraying a polymeric solution
and a nonsolvent (aqueous solution) onto a Teflon rotating
mandrel. The interaction between solvent and nonsolvent
induces a sudden phase-inversion effect on the polymer that,
consequently, precipitates from the solution. This phenome-
non makes possible the subsequent deposition of porous
microfibrillary layers of material over a rotating spindle.

In this study, a 3% (w/v) PEtU-PDMS stock solution was
diluted with 1:1 THF/DX in order to obtain a 0.2% working
solutions. Then the 0.2% solution was brought close to the
point of precipitation by the addition of 17% (v/v) of dis-
tilled H2O.

Grafts, 8.0 cm in length, 4.0 mm I.D., and approximately
350 μm in wall thickness were manufactured featuring a
highly porous structure along the graft wall, which was
obtained by co-spraying with a 0.2% (w/v) PEtU-PDMS

solution and distilled water. During the fabrication process,
a highly flexible Nitinol mesh (eSVS Mesh, kindly supply by
Kips Bay Medical, Inc., Minneapolis, MN) was incorporated
into the graft wall by a fluorinated ethylene propylene deliv-
ery tube [Figure 1(D–F)]. Thereafter, the graft was immersed
in distilled H2O overnight to allow solvent removal.

Finally, grafts were removed from the mandrel by an
axial stretching of the Teflon mandrel and stored in wet con-
ditions at 4�C until implantation.

Morphological analysis
Graft microgeometry was examined by Sudan Black staining
with a procedure previously described.19 Briefly, graft sam-
ples were dipped in a staining solution (0.12% w/v in abso-
lute ethanol) for 10 min and then rinsed in distilled water.
The stained surfaces were observed using a stereo-
microscope (SZH0, Olympus, Milan, Italy), representative
images were acquired by a video camera (KY-F32, JVC,
Milan, Italy) at 40× magnification and analyzed by a comput-
erized image analysis system (KS 300–3.0, Zeiss, Jena, Ger-
many). In particular, circles were manually drawn following
the perimeter of visible porous, then the software calculated
the average diameter � standard deviation.

The hydraulic permeability was characterized by mea-
surement of the volume of degassed distilled water collected
in the first minute by filtration through the graft wall at the
standard transmural pressure of 120 mmHg.

In vitro compliance evaluation
All in vitro compliance tests were performed by ultrasound
(US) imaging using a high-resolution US diagnostic system
(Mylab 25, Esaote, Italy) equipped with a linear 7.5 MHz
transducer. The values of the area and of the pressure were
obtained following inserting the Nitinol mesh reinforced
graft into the experimental circuit schematized in Figure 2
(A), which allowed the measurement of the diameter of the
graft by means of ultrasound image analysis when different
ranges of pressure were applied. Graft compliance was eval-
uated by analyzing the slope of the area–pressure curve.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain meaningful data
about the compliance of unreinforced grafts since the weak
and thin wall of the graft experienced overexpansion with
minimal pressure changes.

In short, the circuit was constituted by a VAD (VAD Sys-
tem, Medos GmbH) that worked as a pump allowing the
water to flow in the circuit and through the graft at different
pressure and frequency values emulating the real blood
pressure wave. The pressure was varied between 50 and
160 mmHg, while the frequency was set to 40 bpm. The flow
chamber of a previously developed bioreactor was used both
to connect the graft to the hydraulic circuit and to keep the
graft immersed in water [Figure 2(B)]. A water bath was
needed to adapt the acoustic impedance between the graft
and the ultrasound probe. The circuit included resistance
elements and compliances in order to better emulate the
behavior of the arterial circulatory system. A syringe was
used for filling the circuit with water. The diameter of the
vessel was obtained from analysis of ultrasound images as
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previously described.20 Briefly, the maximum value of the
diameter was obtained using automatic contour tracking
techniques. We hypothesized that the maximum diameter
was reached when the pressure was maximal, as indicated
by the VAD gauge. Diameter and pressure values were plot-
ted and all points were interpolated linearly. The slope of
the fitted line was considered as the approximation of the
compliance of the graft. This is possible because the compli-
ance has an inverse relationship with the elastic Young mod-
ulus which can be obtained from the first derivative of the
diameter versus pressure loop.21

Graft implantation
Ten adult sheep with a body weight of about 60 kg were
used for this study. All animals received humane care
according to guidelines from the Department of Food, Nutri-
tion and Veterinary Public Health—Ministry of Health which
approved this study (decree N. 48/2014-B), based on the
Italian Legislative Decree 116/92 regarding animal
experimentation.

Anesthesia was induced by spontaneous breathing with
48% O2, 50% N2O, and 2% isoflurane. Then the anesthesia
was deepened with Propofol (Diprivan) 1 mg/kg and main-
tained with 30% O2, 70% N2O, isoflurane, and intravenous
infusion of Propofol (2 mg/kg/h). Arterial blood pressure,

blood gas and electrolytes were monitored by a catheter in
the central ear artery and electrocardiographic monitoring
by four electrode plates positioned at the limb extremities.

A 10-cm long longitudinal median incision in the neck
was made by a scalpel blade to expose the left carotid artery.
After heparinization (3 mg/kg) blood flow was measured.
Grafts were cut with molded double flute beak ends with the
distance of 7 cm between the molded ends. Immediately
after, grafts were immersed in anticoagulated blood (hepa-
rin, Clexane, 5 U/mL) for 10 min.

The implant technique used was a double end-to-side
anastomosis with carotid resection. Sutures were performed
by everting technique with Prolene 7/0 [Figure 3(A)]. The
graft naturally lay down, without traction, because of intrin-
sic arterial elasticity [Figure 3(B)]. At the end of the inter-
vention, heparin was not neutralized, the muscular bend was
sutured with Vicryl and the skin was sutured with Dexon
2/0 whipping.

Aspirin (325 mg) was administered daily for 3 days
before intervention, and 100 mg/day till the end of the
experimental period. Enrofloxacina (Baytril) and Fynadine
2 mL/45 kg were given as antibiotic and analgesic ther-
apy, respectively. The animals’ general health was checked
daily.

FIGURE 2. A: Schematic diagram of the in vitro compliance pulsatile

test setup. Water can be inserted in the circuit through a filling syringe.

A VAD system pump water in the circuit, which is composed by con-

necting tubes, resistance, compliance, and testing graft. The graft is

contained in a flow chamber and immersed in water. B: Details of the

flow chamber with the graft coupled with the ultrasound probe by

water bath. The probe was held in a fixed position by using a mechani-

cal probe holder. The graft is fully immersed in water in order to adapt

the acoustic impedance and allowing the use of the ultrasound probe.

FIGURE 3. (A) Schematic representation of the “cobra head anastomo-

sis” used in the implant technique of the graft; (B) view of the operating

area after the Nitinol mesh reinforced graft implantation, according to

the end-to-side anastomosis technique with carotid resection. The fig-

ure shows the carotid artery not yet resected and positioned below the

graft.
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Follow-up of graft patency and compliance by
ultrasound imaging
All animals were monitored by the same high-resolution US
diagnostic system employed for in vitro tests.20 B-mode,
Pulsed-Wave Doppler (PW-Doppler) and Color Doppler
images were acquired in order to determine patency of the
implanted grafts as well as to assess compliance and mor-
phological characteristics of both operated and unoperated
contralateral carotids.

Animals were positioned on the left/right side during
ultrasound acquisitions. The head was held in a fixed posi-
tion by manual constraint with the jaw and the neck forming
a 150� angle, approximately.

B-mode images were captured in long axis view with a
frame rate of 25 frames/s and the US beam focalized on the
far wall of the carotid artery. The duration of the clips was
fixed at 20 s. Mean diameter (Dm) of each vessel was
obtained after applying a mathematical contour tracking
operator on the images for the automatic location of the
edges of the vessel.20

Carotid flow was assessed acquiring PW-Doppler data;
the velocity measurement range was fixed at 0–5 m/s with
the auto tracing option activated while the time scale was
fixed at 5 s of analysis in order to acquire five to seven
heartbeats. Peak systolic velocity (Vsp), full velocity integral
(FVI), and mean velocity (Vm) values were calculated from
the envelope of the PW-Doppler trace which was automati-
cally detected by the US equipment.

All parameters were evaluated as means of three mea-
surements. Diameter and velocity values were measured in
the right carotid artery at the level of the graft. The evalua-
tions were repeated in the contralateral artery in order to
detect possible remodeling effects due to graft implantation.
For compliance calculations, the diameter of the carotid
artery was measured on a single sheep according to the pro-
cedure that was used for the in vitro assays.20 The systolic
and diastolic blood pressure values were obtained by a cath-
eter inserted in the artery of the ear. The compliance of the
carotid artery was calculated as the slope of the straight line
passing through the two points obtained when plotting pres-
sure versus diameter values.

Color Doppler data were acquired with PRF set to 1.5 kHz
and the clip duration fixed at 10 s. These images were used to
assess the degree of patency of the graft and to detect hemody-
namic abnormalities associated with vascular stenosis22 in cor-
respondence to the two anastomoses: in particular, the
presence of high blood velocities and vortex was subjectively
evaluated by an expert operator. Follow-up intervals lasted
from the time of surgery until the animals were sacrificed 1, 3,
or 6 months later. US evaluation was performed before surgery
and, after implantation, on days 7, 14, 21, 30, 60, or 90, and
just before the grafts were explanted. No sedation was adminis-
tered for the US examinations except on the day of the surgery
for the first scan before graft implantation.

Animal sacrifice and graft retrieval
At the end of the study, or when grafts were found occluded
following US monitoring, animals were sacrificed after

heparinization by lethal injection of a barbiturate. As a rule,
grafts were explanted with approximately 1–2 cm adjacent
segments of carotid artery. Animals that proved to have the
grafts patent by US monitoring, were left to go up to the
established explant time points of 1, 3, and 6 months (n = 3
for the time points at 1 and 3 months; and n = 4 for the time
point at 6 months). The patency of each harvested graft was
also assessed by perfusion of physiologic saline solution
through the lumen. Then grafts were longitudinally opened
on the convex side, passing through both anastomoses, and
rinsed carefully with physiologic saline solution. All
explanted grafts were macroscopically examined for aneu-
rysm formation, thrombosis, anastomotic failure, and luminal
surface appearance. Any local intolerance signs, such as ser-
oma, necrosis, infection, or hemorrhage, were recorded.

An evaluation of the thrombogenicity and the occurrence
of fibrous tissue development was conducted. Particular
attention was devoted to the presence of intimal hyperplasia
(IH) at anastomosis points. Macroscopic photographs were
taken of the longitudinally opened grafts to assess the pres-
ence and extension of a neointimal lining on the luminal
surface.

Finally, specimens were fixed in 10% buffered formalin
solution for histological analysis.

Histological analysis
Following 40 h in the fixative, vascular explants were exten-
sively washed under running tap water and transferred to
70% ethanol.

Thereafter, samples were embedded in the light-curing
resin Technovit 7200VLC (Kulzer, Bio-Optica, Milano, Italy),
infiltrated for 21 days under vacuum, changing the resin
every 7 days. Samples were polymerized by the Exakt
520 polymerizator system.

Curing was performed at 450 nm light with the tempera-
ture of the specimens never exceeding 40�C. The specimens
were then prepared to be cut, according to the precision
paralleling-guide procedure protocol, using the precision
press Exakt 401 and 402 Vacuum Adhesive Press. Sections
were then cut using the Exakt 310 CP cutting unit. The sec-
tions obtained were approximately 200 μm in thickness. Sec-
tions were then ground to a final thickness of 20–30 μm
using the Exakt 400 CS micro grinding unit. Exakt equipment
was provided by Exakt Advanced Technologies, Bio-Optica
Milano, Italy.

Sections were colored with Hematoxylin/Eosin, Von
Kossa, and Stevenel/Van Gieson stains. Hematoxylin/Eosin
staining is a sequence of Harris hematoxylin solution (Bio-
Optica, Milan, Italy) and 0.25% eosin Y solution (Carlo Erba,
Milan, Italy). Von Kossa’s staining is a sequence of 1% acqu-
eous silver nitrate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) solution,
5% sodium thiosulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and
0.1% nuclear fast red solution for counterstaining. Stevenel/
Van Gieson stain is a sequence of Stevenel’s blue stain pre-
pared by mixing methylene blue (1%) (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO) and potassium permanganate (1.5%) (Carlo
Erba, Milan, Italy) dissolved in boiling distilled water. Van
Gieson picro-fuschin stain is prepared by first dissolving
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0.1 g acid fuchsin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 10 ml of
distilled water, followed by the addition of 100 mL of satu-
rated picric acid (Nova Chimica Panreac, Milan, Italy). Images
were taken using the Axiovert 200 M microscope (Zeiss, Ger-
many) at 200× O.M.

RESULTS

Morphological analysis results
Figure 4(A) shows a microphotographic image of a segment
of the vascular prosthesis incorporating the Nitinol mesh.
The characteristic woven structure of the Nitinol mesh is vis-
ible through the outer surface of the graft wall. Figure 4
(B) shows a stereomicroscope image of the outer surface of
a Sudan Black stained graft sample in which, in the blue-dark
green range, fibers and a polygonal void of approximately
140 �43 μm are visible. Nitinol wires can be seen through
the voids of the graft wall.

Figure 4(C–E) show low magnification stereomicroscope
images of graft sections. Figure 4(C,E) are longitudinal sec-
tions of the graft showing, respectively, the luminal surface
and the outer surface. Both graft surfaces show a porous
structure with evenly distributed pores of comparable pore
size. In the longitudinal sections, the characteristic woven
structure of the Nitinol mesh is visible through the graft wall
on both sides of the graft. Figure 4(D) shows a cross-section
of the graft in which catted Nitinol wires of the mesh are vis-
ible, extruding from the graft wall section. Catted wires are

circularly oriented and positioned approximately in the
lower third of the thickness of the graft wall. Due to the
highly porous structure of the graft wall, the measured
hydraulic permeability was in the order of 40 mL/min/cm2

at 120 mmHg.

In vitro graft versus in vivo carotid compliance results
Figure 5 shows a plot with cross-sectional area against pres-
sure data, both for the graft (in vitro as circle dots) and for
the carotid artery of sheep (in vivo as square dots).

For the in vitro tests, the frequency was fixed to 40 bpm.
The diastolic pressure of the VAD was set to 0 mmHg
(0 kPa), while the systolic pressure was varied among 6.65,
9.31, 13.3, 15.9, 18.6, and 21.3 kPa in five different tests.

For in vivo tests, the diameter was measured when the
pressure was maximal (systole, Ps = 14.8 kPa) and minimal
(Pd = 11.8 kPa), respectively.

The linear interpolation (dashed lines) of the in vitro and
in vivo data points was 1e-07 + 1e-05 and 8e-08 + 2e-05,
respectively. The slope of the interpolation line was consid-
ered a surrogate measurement of the compliance that is
equal to 1e-07 m2/kPa for the graft and 8e-08 m2/kPa for
the carotid artery.

In vivo ultrasound imaging results
Examples of B-mode, PW-Doppler and Color Doppler images
of the implanted graft obtained from a single sheep are

FIGURE 4. Composite view of the Nitinol mesh reinforced graft. A: Macrophotography of a segment of the reinforced graft showing in transparency

the embedded Nitinol mesh. B: Stereomicroscope image of a close-up view of a Sudan Black stained outside surface of a reinforce graft showing

its highly porous structure (about 140 μm) (red circle). Some Nitinol wires of the mesh are visible through the pores (yellow arrows) (O.M. 50×). C:
Stereomicroscope image of the luminal surface of the reinforced graft (O.M. 10×). D: Stereomicroscope image of the cross-section of the reinforced

graft (O.M. 15×). E: Stereomicroscope image of the outside surface of the reinforced graft (O.M. 10×).
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shown in Figure 6. US examinations performed at the fixed
time points showed that all the grafts were patent. Figure 7
shows mean diameter (Dm) (A), full velocity integral (FVI)
(B), peak systolic velocity (Vsp) (C), and mean velocity
(Vm) (D) values for each time point. The comparison
between the 7 days (first available measurement after sur-
gery) and 30/90/180 days assessments, obtained corre-
sponding to the graft, displayed a progressive reduction in
Dm values and a smooth adaptation in the form of an
increase of the FVI measurements, despite a flat time course
of Vm and Vsp.

At the level of the contralateral carotid artery, the diame-
ter showed a sort of compensatory effect with a small reduc-
tion on postsurgical days which slowly recovered during
follow-up.

All blood velocity parameters (Vm, Vsp, and FVI) were
increased after surgery with respect to the baseline values.

On the following observations, Vm and Vsp remained flat,
while FVI showed a slight upward trend.

Color Doppler image analysis indicated that 30 days after
the surgical procedure one of the animals (11.2%) showed
presence of high velocities corresponding to the anastomo-
sis, while presence of vortex was found in five of them
(55.6%). Color Doppler results were confirmed (when avail-
able, i.e., depending on the time of sacrifice of animals) also
at successive time points.

Results of gross observations at implantation and
retrieval of grafts
For graft implantation, the standard surgical by-pass tech-
nique was used. Grafts were easy to cut and suture despite
the Nitinol mesh embedded in their walls. The same surgeon
(M.M.) implanted all grafts and the carotid clamp time was
25 � 1.5 min for all grafts. After clamp release and restoring
blood flow through the grafts a pulsatile expansion could be
appreciated with the naked eye and also perceptible by pal-
pation. Although the grafts had a highly porous wall, the pre-
clotting carried out before implantation, allowed limited
bleeding through the wall, which became uniformly red after
perfusion with blood. Bleeding stopped spontaneously after
a few minutes without the use of hemostatic agents.

In two out of the 10 animals operated, implanted grafts
were found occluded before the time point set for graft
retrieval: (1) one animal belonged to the group that was
supposed to be explanted at 1 month. In this animal, US
monitoring had shown presence of a hematoma at the graft
proximal anastomosis, likely due to anastomosis bleeding
following the surgical operation. The hematoma was
syringed and the graft was patent up to 3 weeks

FIGURE 5. Area–pressure plot of both in vitro and in vivo data. Different

points refer to different conditions in terms of applied pressure. The

area was evaluated form diameter measurement under the hypothesis

of circular shape. The slope of the linear interpolation was considered

as a surrogate marker of the stiffness of tissue.

FIGURE 6. Examples of ultrasound images acquired at different time points (columns) and with different ultrasound modalities (B-mode at row A,

Color Doppler at row B, and PW-Doppler at row C). Morphological and functional information were available in vivo at 30, 90, and 180 days before

the animal’s sacrifice. All images were obtained from the same animal with a Mylab 25, Esaote (Italy) equipped with a linear 7.5 MHz ultrasound

probe.
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postsurgically with good flow. After that it was found
occluded and the decision was made to explant it. Gross
examination of the longitudinal section of the harvested graft
revealed a dark red thrombotic circular formation at the
proximal anastomosis filling the area of the “cul-de-sac” and
protruding inside the vascular lumen. Two elongated reddish
thrombotic formations, attached to the vessel wall and
extending from the circular thrombotic mass up to about the
middle portion of the vessel, were also visible in the luminal
section. From the middle portion up to the distal anastomo-
sis a relatively thrombus-free middle portion was present;
with the exception of a relatively white thrombotic formation
inside the “cul-de-sac” at the distal anastomosis (figure not
shown), (2) the other animal belonged to the group that was
supposed to be explanted at 3 months. In this animal, the
graft was found occluded at 2 months upon US analysis
without any apparent reason. The graft was explanted and
gross examination revealed extended red thrombus forma-
tion along the graft lumen (figure not shown).

In the remaining eight animals bearing patent grafts, as
detected by US monitoring, explants at 1, 3, and 6 months
showed a visible expansion of the grafts, indicating good
graft functionality. Following ex vivo perfusion no graft
offered resistance to flow of saline solution in the lumen.

Macroscopic examination of longitudinally opened grafts
revealed no aneurysm formation, no massive thrombosis,
and no anastomotic failures in any of the grafts explanted at
the established time points (Figure 8). No signs of seroma,
infection, nor necrosis were observed in any of the animals.
The area of the anastomosis did not show macroscopic signs
of intimal hyperplasia (IH). Grafts explanted after 1 month
showed a relatively thrombus-free luminal surface with graft
extremities partially covered by an endoluminal white tissue
which extended approximately 2 cm from the proximal anas-
tomosis and 1 cm from the distal one, while the mid-portion
appeared largely uncovered with the presence of small por-
tions covered by a thin layer of reddish fibrinous material [-
Figure 8(A)]. Grafts explanted after 3 months showed an
increase of the extension of the endoluminal white tissue,
approximately 3.8 cm from the proximal anastomosis and
2.5 cm from the distal one, both tissues approaching the
middle portion of the graft. A small graft middle portion still
appeared covered by a reddish fibrinous material at this
time point [Figure 8(B)]. All grafts explanted after 6 months
a thrombus-free luminal surface covered with a thin endo-
luminal white tissue reaching confluence in the middle por-
tion of the graft and almost covering its entire luminal
surface [Figure 8(C)]. No grafts showed macroscopically

FIGURE 7. Mean diameter (Dm) (A), full velocity integral (FVI) (B), peak systolic velocity (Vsp) (C), and mean velocity (Vm) (D) values for each time

point. Measurements related to contralateral vessel and operated vessel in correspondence of the graft insertion are reported. All data are pre-

sented as mean and standard deviation. At each time point a different number of animals was considered, according to the experimental design.
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visible signs of calcification. Results of thrombus formation,
patency, calcification, and radial enlargement are summa-
rized in Table I.

Histological analysis results
Histological analysis of the grafts explanted after 1, 3, and
6 months showed no significant signs of IH thickening at the
carotid-graft anastomoses in any of the explanted samples.
At all time points, the outer surface of all grafts appeared
widely invaded by fibroblasts from the surrounding tissues
(Figures 9–11). Grafts explanted at 1 month and 3 months
showed a moderate to intense inflammatory reaction, with
macrophages and multinucleated foreign body giant cells
(FBGCs) infiltrating the graft wall (Figures 9 and 10). The
formation of neo-capillaries in the graft wall was also seen

as early as the first month following grafting. Grafts
explanted at 6 months showed a significantly reduced
inflammatory reaction compared to that visible at 1 and
3 months. The wall of the graft appeared abundantly infil-
trated by fibroblasts and interwaved collagen bundles as
shown by means of the Van Gieson stain (Figure 12). No
detectable inflammatory reaction was seen in the areas
around the Nitinol wires. Moreover, no sign of calcification
was observed in any of the histological sections by means of
the Von Kossa stain (figure not shown).

The luminal side of grafts explanted at 1 month showed
neointimal formation at the two anastomoses that originated
from the adjacent vessels and grew over the graft luminal
surface. The neointima contained fibroblasts and
myofibroblast-like cells that integrated with the perivascular
tissue infiltrating in the porous graft wall. The middle por-
tion of the grafts showed an unorganized thrombotic layer
made of platelets, fibrin and blood cells. No neointimal for-
mation was present in the middle portion at this time point
(Figure 9). Observation of grafts explanted at 3 months
showed an intimal lining at both anastomoses similar to that
observed at 1 month, but with more longitudinally oriented
elongated myofibroblast-like cells in respect to the explants
at 1 month. In addition, the middle portion of these grafts
showed an organized fibrin layer which began to be infil-
trated by several myofibroblast-like cells from the trans-
mural cellular tissue ingrowth. The thickness of this
immature neointima was 144 � 56 μm (Figure 10). Grafts
explanted at 6 months showed a similar appearance for all
the grafts with an intimal lining along the entire length of
the grafts. The neointimal lining appeared abundantly
invaded by longitudinally oriented elongated myofibroblast-
like cells and also showed an increase in the density of the
elongated cells in comparison with that observed in the

FIGURE 8. Representative macro photographies of the luminal surface

of grafts explanted after 1, 3, and 6 months. A: Nitinol reinforced graft

after 1 month shows neointima (yellow asterisks) spreading approxi-

mately 2.5 cm from the proximal anastomosis and 1.4 cm from the dis-

tal one, while the graft middle portion appears largely uncovered. B:

Nitinol reinforced graft after 3 months depicts neointima which extends

approximately 3.4 cm from the proximal anastomosis and 2.7 cm from

the distal one, a reduced graft middle portion appears uncovered. C:

Nitinol reinforced graft after 6 months shows the neointima that

reaches the confluence in the middle portion of the graft and almost

covers the entire luminal surface.

TABLE I. Main Macroscopic Findings at Explantation

Implant Time

Points

Mesh-Graft

1 mo

Mesh-Graft

3 mo

Mesh-Graft

6 mo

No. sheep 3 3 4

Thrombus

formation

0 1a 0

Surgical

problems

1b 0 0

Patency 2 2 4

Calcification 0 0 0

Aneurysmal

dilatation

0 0 0

aOne graft of those planned for the explant at 3 months was found

occluded at the 2 months Doppler control without any plausible

explanation.
bOverall patency 80%. In one graft of those planned for the explant a

1 month it was found presence of hematoma at prox anastomosis,

probably due to bleeding. The hematoma was syringed. Graft resulted

patent up to 3 weeks with good flow—after that it was found occluded.

A dark red thrombotic circular formation was found at proximal anasto-

mosis in the area of “cul-de-sac”—presence of fibrous hard tissue in

the area below the “cul-de-sac” near to the proximal anastomosis. A

white thrombotic formation inside the “cul-de-sac” was found at distal

anastomosis—relatively thrombus free middle portion on the side near

to distal anastomosis.
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FIGURE 9. Representative histological images of the three portions of the grafts explanted at 1 month. At lower magnification (A–C) (O.M. 50×) a
thin neointimal lining is visible both at the proximal (A) and at the distal (C) anastomosis, while the middle portion (B) appears devoid of neointima.

At higher magnification (D–F) (O.M. 100×) it is noticeable in both proximal (D) and distal (F) anastomosis, that the neointima contains fibroblasts

and myofibroblast-like cells integrated with the perivascular tissue infiltration. The middle portion contains an unorganized thrombotic layer made

of platelet, fibrin and blood cells. Legend of the yellow symbols: asterisk = neointima; triangle = myofibroblast-like cells; rhombus = graft material;

arrow = Nitinol wire section; hashtag = macrophages. Histological staining: Hematoxylin/Eosin.

FIGURE 10. Representative histological images of the three portions of the grafts explanted at 3 months. At both lower (A–C) (O.M. 50×) and

higher (D–F) (O.M. 100×) magnification grafts show, at proximal [(A) and (D)] and at distal [(C) and (F)] anastomosis, an intimal lining and cellu-

lar infiltration qualitatively similar to that observed at 1 month, although more longitudinally oriented elongated myofibroblast-like cell are pre-

sent at 3 months. Image of the middle portion shows an organized fibrin layer, approximately 144 � 56 μm thick, containing several

myofibroblast-like cells coming from the transmural cellular infiltration. Legend of the yellow symbols: dot = endothelial-like cells; aster-

isk = neointima; triangle = myofibroblast-like cells; rhombus = graft material; arrow = Nitinol wire section; hashtag = macrophages. Histological

staining: Hematoxylin/Eosin.
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explants at 1 and 3 months; this was particularly evident in
the middle portion of the grafts where the thickness of the
neointima was 120 � 46 μm. Moderate intimal hyperplasia
was observed at the distal anastomosis [Figure 11(C,F)].
Graft neointima lining appeared entirely covered by a layer
of endothelial-like cells (Figure 11).

DISCUSSION

In light of our previous experience in the field of vascular
prosthesis involving the fabrication and evaluation of PEtU-

PDMS SDVG, grafts were produced that were 8 cm in length,
5.0 mm in internal diameter and approximately 500 μm of
wall thickness, with two different porous layers in the thick-
ness of the wall: an internal highly porous layer about
100 μm thick, and an external low-porosity layer about
400 μm thick.12 These grafts were then implanted as bypass
grafts in the carotid sheep animal model according to anas-
tomotic techniques used in clinical procedures to bypass the
peripheral and coronary arteries. In the contralateral carotid
artery, an ePTFE graft of the same internal diameter and
length was implanted as control. The study showed better
characteristics of the PEtU-PDMS graft in terms of handling,
absence of bleeding at the level of stitches, and compliance
in comparison with the ePTFE graft. Furthermore, the PEtU-
PDMS material showed a capacity of remodeling during the
degradation process integrating with the natural tissue by
inducing a slight inflammation yet no signs of calcification.
PEtU-PDMS grafts explanted after 24 months showed that
80% were patent, with a luminal surface completely covered
with a whitish neointima. Although these results appeared
encouraging, a disadvantage of these grafts was that in some
cases there was a moderate increase in diameter while in
others a tendency for aneurysmal dilatation.12

In this study, we tested the feasibility of incorporating a
Nitinol mesh into the thickness of the highly porous wall of a
synthetic SDVG and we evaluated its degree of patency and
endothelialization according to a previously used common
carotid artery bypass sheep model. Experimental results
showed that incorporating a highly flexible, semicompliant

FIGURE 11. Representative histological images of the three portions of the grafts explanted at 6 months. At lower magnification (A–C) (O.M. 50×) all
grafts show a similar appearance with an intimal lining along the entire length of the grafts. At higher magnification (D–F) (O.M. 100×) the neointi-

mal lining appears being abundantly invaded by longitudinally oriented elongated myofibroblast-like cell, both at proximal (D) and at distal

(F) anastomosis. Elongated myofibroblast-like cell are also abundant in the middle portion where the neointima is rather thinner in comparison with

the proximal and distal portion. The thickness of the middle part is approximately 120 � 46 μm. Endothelial-like cells are visible on-top of the neoin-

timal lining. Legend of the yellow symbols: dot = endothelial-like cells; asterisk = neointima; triangle = myofibroblast-like cells; rhombus = graft

material; arrow = Nitinol wire section; hashtag = macrophages. Histological staining: Hematoxylin/Eosin.

FIGURE 12. Detail of the graft explanted at 6 months showing the pres-

ence of collagen bundles (arrows) in the neoformed tissue (O.M. 100×).
Histological staining: Stevenel/Van Gieson.
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Nitinol mesh in the wall of the graft resolved the previously
encountered problem of aneurismal dilatation.12 Grafts rein-
forced with this technology did not encounter any aneuris-
mal dilatation at the predetermined 1, 3, and 6 months time
points. In addition to this, the reinforcement with the Nitinol
mesh allowed us to test grafts of smaller size (4.0 mm ID
vs. 5.0 mm ID of the previous study) with a highly intercon-
nected porous structure along the graft wall. The reinforced
grafts featured an average transmural porosity of about
140 μm and a wall thickness of 350 μm. On the contrary, the
nonreinforced grafts used in our previous study featured a
total wall thickness of 500 μm composed of a two layer
structure: (1) a low porosity (about 30 μm) external fibro-
lamellar layer 400 μm thick, and (2) a highly porous (about
140 μm) internal microfibrillar layer 100 μm thick.12 In com-
parison with the previous study, the 4.0 mm ID, 350 μm thin
wall grafts showed a slightly reduced degree of patency
(80% vs. 100%); one graft was occluded due to a surgical
problem and the other due to an acute thrombus formation.
However, the highly porous thinner wall reinforced grafts
showed better tissue integration and better degree of
endothelialization in comparison with previously used non-
reinforced grafts featuring an almost impervious external
fibrolamellar layer. This fact is evident from the comparison
of the macroscopic observation, at the same explant time
point of 6 months, of the luminal surface of the thinner wall,
transmurally porous, Nitinol mesh reinforced grafts versus
that of the previously used thicker wall, and almost impervi-
ous, nonreinforced grafts [see Figure 8(C) vs. Figure 13]. As
can be seen from the figures, the graft of Figure 8(C) shows
a thin endoluminal white tissue reaching confluence in the
middle portion of the graft and almost covering its entire
luminal surface, while the graft of Figure 13 shows the lumi-
nal surface partially covered by a whitish neointima extend-
ing approximately 3.0 cm from the proximal anastomosis
and 2.0 cm from the distal one. Furthermore, in Figure 8

(B) the extension of the neointima of a transmural porous
Nitinol mesh reinforced graft, explanted after 3 months, is
visible. In this graft, only a small central portion of less than
1 cm appears to be devoid of neointima, while the impervi-
ous, non-reinforced graft of Figure 13, explanted after
6 months, shows an extension of neointima much lower than
the graft of Figure 8(B), considering that graft of Figure 8
(B) was explanted at half the time of that of Figure 13. The
results obtained in our study demonstrate a faster neointima
formation in the transmurally porous grafts reinforced with
the Nitinol meshes, in respect to the impervious non-
reinforced grafts.

In our study, particular attention has also been paid to
the assessment of compliance by means of noninvasive
investigation methods, commonly used in clinical practice. In
this context, the compliance of the graft was obtained by US
in vitro tests evaluating area changes in correspondence to
different changes in pressure. The same methodology was
applied to in vivo carotid vessels before surgery, thus allow-
ing a clearer and more complete comparison between the
elastic properties of the graft and those of the natural vessel.

In general, the proposed SDVGs compared favorably with
other synthetic grafts in terms of compliance. In fact, when
the value of compliance was converted to % of compliance
per each 100 mmHg, we obtained 4.74%/0.01 mmHg which
is higher (then less rigid) in respect to compliance values for
expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (0.90%/0.01 mmHg),
Dacron (1.90%/0.01 mmHg), and polycaprolactone urethane
(1.48%/0.01 mmHg) tubes.13

Furthermore, compliance values of human arteries
obtained from area and pressure measurements are avail-
able in the literature demonstrating the pertinence of the
synthetic vessel in representing a valid arterial replacement
in terms of elastic features. Accordingly, Castillo-Cruz et al.13

reported a value of 4.40%/0.01 mmHg for the saphenous
vein in humans.

Specifically, the compliance of the graft was found to be
very similar to the compliance of the sheep carotid artery
(equal to 3.01 when converted in %/0.01 mmHg), which
was replaced by the graft itself. As additional confirmation,
Shaw et al.23 reported a compliance value for angiographic
normal coronary arteries of 1.3e-7 m2/kPa, which is very
similar to the experimental data obtained with this study.

In view of this last result, we can speculate that the lim-
ited presence of restenosis, anastomosis dilatation, and
thrombus formation can be ascribed to the good match
between the mechanical characteristics of the implanted
graft in respect to the natural vessel.

Looking at the morphological US in vivo results, the
diameter of the graft measured postsurgery was similar to
the replaced natural vessel diameter. During follow-up diam-
eter monitoring, a progressive narrowing can be observed.
The narrowing of the lumen reflects the growth of a neointi-
mal lining inside the graft; furthermore, the thickness at the
end of the experiment, is compatible with the thickness of
the neointimal lining as evaluated by histology. The unoper-
ated vessel seems to inversely adapt its diameter to the
change in diameter of the graft, first showing a postsurgery

FIGURE 13. Macrophotography of a longitudinally opened PEtU–PDMS

impervious, nonreinforced graft after 6 months implantation. This type

of graft shows the luminal surface partially covered by a whitish neoin-

tima (yellow asterisks) extending approximately 3 cm from the proxi-

mal anastomosis and 2 cm from the distal one (Reprinted from Ref. 12,

with permission from Elsevier, license number 4092990657490).
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reduction to compensate the absolute increase in diameter
in the operated section, followed by a progressive dilation
associated with the internal lining of the graft.

Vm and Vsp values were virtually identical at baseline,
but they were found to be different after 7 days postsurgery,
in contrast, the contralateral vessel showed higher values in
respect to the graft. These results are not surprising due to
the larger diameter of the graft. The difference between Vm
(Vsp) as measured inside the graft and inside the contralat-
eral vessel was reduced but was still present until the end of
the experiment, mirroring the progressive realignment of the
diameter of the two vascular sites.

On the contrary, FVI values which represent a global con-
tribution of the blood flow velocity to total blood flow,
showed no abrupt changes postsurgery but a steady growth.
The absence of abrupt variation in FVI which is noted in Vm
and Vsp values after surgery, could be associated with the
physical meaning of the FVI parameter that represents the
overall blood content delivered from vessels during the
whole cardiac cycle, regardless of the shape of the time
course of the blood flow velocity. The growth of the FVI both
in the operated and in the contralateral vessels, apparently
lead to a new stationary point (at 180 days after surgery)
characterized by a higher value of the FVI compared to the
basal ones in both vascular sides of the sheep. This fact can
be explained by the simultaneously stationary working con-
ditions reached by the diameter of the vessels which were
different with respect to the pre-operative state, where both
graft and contralateral vessels reduced in diameter. There-
fore, we could speculate that, at 6 months after surgery, the
two branches of the afferent cerebral circulation found a
new stable hemodynamic equilibrium characterized by a
global reduced diameter with a consequent increase of FVI.
This condition would be compatible with a global blood sup-
ply to the brain that is comparable before and after surgery.

LIMITATIONS

Our study followed the guidelines of the 3R principle”
(reduce, refine, replace) for more ethical use in animal test-
ing24 and because of that there may have been the limitation
of a relatively small number of animals per each time point
and, consequently, a limited statistical significance. However,
the total number of sheep we used was 10 and this allowed
us to test, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time the
feasibility of a Nitinol mesh incorporation into a highly
porous wall of a synthetic SDVG (4.0 mm ID) and to evaluate
its performance in the common carotid artery sheep model.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study reinforce previous observations
about the key role played by transmural porosity in affecting
the performance of SDVGs, demonstrating a higher extension
of the neointima luminal coverage in transmurally porous
grafts reinforced with the Nitinol meshes, with respect to
impervious non-reinforced grafts at the same time point.

In addition, this study demonstrated that ultrasound
techniques can be used to quantify and monitor highly

informative morphological (diameter) and functional (com-
pliance and blood flow velocity) graft parameters in an
experimental model in which the natural vessel is replaced
with a synthetic one. This overcomes the typical use of the
ultrasound Doppler which is limited to test the vessel
patency.25–27 Furthermore, the noninvasive nature of the
ultrasound will allow planning future studies in which the
animals’ sacrifice is replaced by a multiple time point analy-
sis, in order to reduce the total number of animals required
to reach satisfactory statistical power for the study.

Although other factors may affect the degree of endothe-
lialization of a vascular graft, we demonstrated that trans-
mural porosity can play an important role in modulating the
speed through which this process takes place in a PEtU-
PDMS SDVG. However, to achieve the ambitious goal of hav-
ing a fast rate of endothelialization in relatively long grafts,
such as those needed for the aorto-coronary bypass, further
studies will be required aimed at optimizing transmural
graft porosity, mesh material properties and likely mesh geo-
metrical design. This can be largely achieved through new
mesh materials selection and mesh structural analysis per-
formed with the aid of modern computer information tech-
nology, such as CAD, FEM simulation and compliance/
mechanical bench-testing. In the end, it is also worth men-
tioning that besides the very useful in silico and bench-test
studies, it will still be necessary to validate the results by
implanting the graft in a suitable animal model.
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